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Web AR Leaders


We transform your projects into easy-to-use Immersive 

Experiences. No App required!


Our creative solutions help you boost your brand’s 

Augmented Reality potential.

Check out our recent projects!

VIDEO

https://vimeo.com/171053256


AR Agency

We apply our technology to the web, social media 

and the real world.

We envision contents in new dimensions.

We incorporate consumer information and insights 

for  in each project.better results

We’re experts in , providing innovative 

solutions focused on creativity, marketing, and technology.



We’ve successfully completed more than 500 projects, 

using our personalized approach to produce immersive 

experiences for our clients.

 Augmented Reality



Types of experiences

Augmented Reality that is activated from 

the surfaces of products, packaging, POP 

material and printed graphics.

An object that is displayed in 3D and 

shows its characteristics from all 

possible angles.

Augmented Reality that lets users place 

various virtual objects in their physical 

space in real scale.

A 360° virtual space that can be viewed 

from the web browser and can include 

Augmented Reality.

Filters and effects to create digital 

campaigns on social media. We are 

partners with Meta Spark.

Image Tracking

Web 360° Social XR

AR 3D Viewer SLAM



CamOn Studio is 

 quickly and easily. No programming 

experience required!


Studio uses a reporting system that gathers project 

information and metrics to optimize performance.



With a Studio subscription, individual users, agencies, 

and businesses can use this tool to develop their own AR 

projects. 


our web tool for creating Augmented 

Reality experiences

Try it out!



VIDEO

Total views

402.790
Users

260.903
Average time

185 sec
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https://vimeo.com/643904731


Unlock your 
brand’s 
potential

Understand audiences, optimize your publicity 

spending and evaluate your ROI.

Metrics

Create an interactive community with 

entertaining content, gaming, contests, and 

special offers.

Participation

Integrate online and offline channels to 

improve client contact and experience.

Raise interest and purchase intention with 

immersive in-store and E-commerce activations.

Sales

Cross-Channeling



Boost Results

When users view a product in 

Augmented Reality, they became 65% 

more likely to make a purchase.

Purchase Intention

47% of consumers say Immersive 

Technologies make them feel 

connected with products.

Engagement

Attention

+50% of consumers would better recall 

brands that engage them with Immersive 

Technologies.

Augmented Reality delivers almost 2x the 

levels of visual attention compared to 

their non-AR equivalent.

Brand Recall



8 YEARS
IN THE INDUSTRY

500+
PROJECTS

 200+
CLIENTS



Partners

Investors

Tech Partners

Members



Case Studies



Fanta developed a  to create engagement 

and awareness with their consumers. The project was carried out 

together with the Starcom agency and was published on digital 

campaigns and offline media.


Inside the 360°, users find a roulette with 

: a spider, a pumpkin, a witch's hat, a bat, a ghost and 

a skull. By selecting them, users can see them in their 

surroundings, and take a photo.


Also, consumers gain access to a haunted mansion with the 

challenge of finding the 10 hidden pumpkins in less than a minute 

to win!


360° web experience

Augmented Reality 

experiences

Halloween Campaign
Fanta

WEB 360 AR

SEE CASE

https://vimeo.com/611050618/4eed099def


©DisneyInteractive Coupon
Disney + Grab

To celebrate the magic, Disney launched a  with 

Grab, the SuperApp leader in Southeast Asia.


When shopping at GrabSupermarket, the customers were able to redeem 

a coupon and give a special present to the children.  An exclusive Disney 

plush came with the order which included a 

 available with .


Using the hashtag #GrabGiftOfMagic, users were invited to share their AR 

experiences on social media.








360° web experience

magical Augmented 

Reality experience Frozen and Toy Story licenses

WEB 360 AR

SEE CASE

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/657175299


For the S.E.A. Aquarium in Singapore a 

 that invites you to meet the 

most emblematic marine animals of the

By clicking on the website section from your mobile, 

you enter to a virtual version of the Ocean Dome. 

There you find curious data about each animal and you 

can even

360° 

experience was created

 attraction in 

3D.


 visualize it in your own environment 

through Augmented Reality.
















3D Aquarium
Resorts World Sentosa

WEB 360 AR

SEE CASE

https://vimeo.com/546063663


The fashion brand Jazmín Chebar 

 so that customers could 

 using only their phone. 


This innovation was used to promote the line of accessories and 

shoes. 

integrated Augmented Reality 

in its Online Shop view products from 

the latest collection in 3D

AR Try-On Products
Jazmin Chebar

WEB AR

SEE CASE

https://vimeo.com/390621327


Creating Filters
Social XR

We produce  with your branding 

and publish them on social media.





Our filters have  and they 

can also create objects, products, and characters that 

the user can place around them. 








personalized filters

face recognition technology

Generate 

Propel rapid 

Are easily integrated into 

awarness and engagement. 


diffusion and social sharing.


digital marketing campaigns.

SEE CASE

https://vimeo.com/536776044


ads@camonapp.com

www.camonapp.com

mailto:ads@camonapp.com
http://www.camonapp.com

